An unexpected fire. A sudden earthquake. A devastating hurricane. Or maybe just a busted pipe. Disaster can strike anytime, anywhere.

What will you do?
The answer is simple.
STAY CALM. CALL BELFOR.

THE BELFOR PROMISE
To do our very best, every time.
To ensure your best interest is always at the forefront.
To stand behind our word and to give you our all — every second, every minute, every day.

BELFOR (○)
PROPERTYRESTORATION

1.800.856.3333
24/7 National Emergency Hotline

Corporate Headquarters:
185 Oakland Avenue, Suite 150
Birmingham, MI 48009-3433
Toll Free: 888.421.4111  Direct: 248.594.1144
Fax: 248.594.1133
www.belfor.com
CAN FURTHER DAMAGE BE PREVENTED?
In the aftermath of a storm, fire, or flood, failure of a roof system or building envelope can result in significant collateral damage to building contents and interior spaces. The longer a structure is compromised, the more damage can occur. BELFOR uses shrink wrap as a viable, cost effective method of temporarily containing and protecting structures and their contents.

THE LEADER IN PROPERTY RESTORATION AND RECOVERY
BELFOR has more experience with emergency response, board-up, and building weather-proofing than any other restoration contractor. Our shrink wrap process is a durable “long-term temporary” solution that out-performs traditional tarp and board-up methods of protecting property.

SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS, LONG-TERM RESULTS
Low density polyethylene film (LDPF) is used as an encapsulating membrane. LDPF is inert, puncture resistant, and completely recyclable. In the event of combustion, carbon dioxide and water are the by-products, making the LDPF an environmentally responsible approach to temporary containment of a structure.

A supporting framework may be necessary and can consist of wood or metal framing and/or high-strength fabric strapping. After initial application, heat is applied using electric or gas fired heat guns to shrink and tighten the membrane.

Although intended as a short term recovery solution, with proper care, maintenance and repair of tears/punctures, shrink wrap can extend the life of the temporary envelope for up to one year in some cases.

A SOLUTION TO RECOVERY
BELFOR has perfected a temporary shrink wrap process that enables a structure to be partially or completely protected from weather elements, and enables temporary reinstatement of humidity controls until permanent repairs can be made.

- Evaluation
- Board Up
- Safety Inspection
- Temporary Power
- Water Extraction & Dehumidification
- Corrosion Control
- Demolition

WE’RE READY TO WRAP
BELFOR can help. Call our 24-hour hotline.
1-800-856-3333 or visit www.belfor.com.